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ADDRESSING THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL PARTNERS AND PLANTING
THE SEEDS FOR A SECURE FUTURE.

Premiere Global Logistics is a freight forwarding company since 2010.
With our global sourcing and supply chain management we strive to create
valuable and innovative services through international logistics and
forwarding services

We are committed to provide
you with innovative logistics
solutions
With our excellent tailor made
solutions and convenient services,
including air freight, sea freight,
project shipment, inland freight,
custom clearance, warehousing,
stuffing, packing and crating,
Premiere Global Logistics has made
it to 16 major cities in mainland
China and another 3 in Hong Kong,
Taiwan and Singapore.

In this edition of our newsletter, we
hope to provide you with a better
understanding of Premiere Global
Logistics and to show you the
developments we’ve made within
each region.
Also we would like to share with
you some interesting facts about a
traditional Chinese celebration
happening this month - MidAutumn festival (30th September).
Happy Mid-Autumn Everyone!!

Take a break!
"The European countries are really hoping to do well in the Olympics. If

they win gold medals, they can use them as cash." – David Letterman
I asked God for a bike, but I know God doesn't work that way. So I stole a
bike and asked for forgiveness. – Anonymous

At last, the mystery of Mayan Calendar revealed -Marina Luong

SINGAPORE OFFICE
Location:


Located at 28 Maxwell Road,
the central area in
Singapore, it is convenient
for clients to visit and
employees to travel to work.

Atmosphere:


In order to create a relaxed
and fun working
environment, our staffs are
encouraged to personalize
their own desks to make
them more appealing. Also,
all staffs were involved in the
process of setting up the
office to build up a sense of
belonging. This can greatly
enhance the enjoyment of
work and boost the
productivity level of
employees.

Work Culture:


With a fast and challenging
work pace, it is common for
Singaporeans to work
overtime and take full
responsibility for their
assigned tasks. It is not
surprising to know that our
Singaporean employees are
always placing work as their
first priority.

HONG KONG OFFICE
Location:


Our Office is situated in Kwan Tong, the
heart of Hong Kong’s industries. Within 3
minute walk from the MTR station, our
Office is easily reached from all parts of
Hong Kong.

SPECIALITY
Since Premiere Singapore is
the Marketing hub of the
Premiere Group, it is
responsible for enquiries of
different agents and clients
from all around the world.

HONG
KONG’S:
SPECIALITY

Working Culture:
Working Atmosphere:


Looking around our office,
the continuous growth of our
Hong Kong office, can be
clearly witnessed. The cozy
environment however,
unites colleagues together
nicely, building up strong
bonds between each other.
With the recently recruited
marketing trainees, the
office is now holding more
than it could bear. To
accommodate future growth
we will soon be moved into a
bigger working
environment.



Just like the city, the
pace of working is a
buzz and there never
seems to have an end
to a night. Working 6
days a week, our Hong
Kong team continues
to strive for quality
and efficiency; always
trying to step ahead
forward, to care for
the concerns of our
partners and
customers.

We have newly
introduced a marketing
team into our Hong
Kong office. Hoping to
freshen up our future
direction. During this
September, they have
been attending a formal
marketing and
management training in
Shanghai.

SHANGHAI OFFICE
SPECIALITY


As headquarter of Premiere Group, Shanghai office is the
communication centre for business all over the world.



With our own warehouse in airport, we are able to do tailor
made warehousing services.

Environment


Being headquarter of Premiere
Group, Shanghai office fully

Working culture

expresses the elements and style of



Premiere Group. To Chinese, red
means lucky, fortune, and joy. To

staffs in Shanghai office try

Premiere, red is energetic,

their best to make every

innovative and joy. As theme color,

shipment possible; and treat

red can be found everywhere in

Subway is just in front of the
office building, making it is
very convenient for business
visit and courier delivery.

style of every staffs in

to staff.

TAIWAN OFFICE

Taipei office is situated at an
important education,
commercial, residential and
cultural district of Taipei City.
Besides, Xinyi Road is an
eastbound one-way arterial
forming a one-way couplet with
the nearby commercial area.

Atmosphere




and efficient are the working

provides an energetic environment

Location

Location

every cargo as their own. Fast

Shanghai office. A vibrant office



With passion and ambition,

Working Culture


Communication plays an vital
role in our work. We constantly
communicate with each other
to ensure what we do are on
track for our performance
goals.In addition, interactions
among colleagues in a
non-working way can help to
release stress and cultivate

Office’s atmosphere is
challenging yet generic

friendship.

SPECIALITY


Artistic and relaxing,

enough to keep staff

existence of an art gallery and

energetic which would

garden right below the office

facilitate the growth of



Geographical advantages of

Premiere. We have strong

Taipei City favor the building

team spirit and every person

of communication center

does his and her indispensable
and valuable share.

ACTIVITIES

Lantern party

Enjoying the moon

Moon cake - the iconic food in the Mid-autumn Festival

Mid-autumn Festival
“Together, especially under the grow of full moon” is a Chinese saying
expressing that being together with family under full moon in
Mid-autumn festival is a kind of blessing to Chinese. In this ancient

Matchmaking

harvest festival on 15th of August in Chinese calendar, modern
Chinese people retain the tradition of being together with family and
share the beauty of moon.
Story behind
Chang’e was the wife of Houyi,
a hero who killed nine suns and
make earth comfortable for
living. Houyi gradually became
a violent emperor and intended

Floating sky lanterns

to eat a certain immortal
medicine. In order to prevent
such violent emperor to
become immortal. Chang’e ate
that medicine, flied to the
moon and lived in the moon
forever.

The first person to walk on the moon was not an
American, but a Chinese. It was me, Chang’e!!

\

!!! Latest logistics news !!!
News 1- Asian shippers brace for increase in rates

Starting

from the coming September, Asian shippers will have to
cough up higher freight rates on services offered by Maersk Line,
Mediterranean Shipping Co (MSC) and CMA CGM, the top three
shipping lines across various trade lanes:
Shipping lines:

Freight Increase
(USD):

Applicable to:

Maersk Line

$250 a TEU and
$500 an FEU

All shipments from the Far East to
the Indian sub-continent (India,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka)

Mediterranean
Shipping Co (MSC)

$560 a TEU, $700 an
FEU and $750 for a
high cube container

Shipments from Asia to ports in the
US East Coast

Mediterranean
Shipping Co (MSC)

$400 a TEU, $500 an
FEU and $550 for a
high cube container

Shipments from Asia to ports in the
US West Coast

CMA CGM

$300 a TEU

Shipments from Asia to New
Zealand (dry and reefer containers)

News 2- Boeing and China team up for biofuels

In respond to the global trend of energy conservation, Boeing and the

NEWS 1: ASIAN SHIPPERS BRACE
FOR INCREASE IN RATES

NEWS 2: BOEING AND CHINA
TEAM UP FOR BIOFUELS
Members of this newly minted BoeingCOMAC Aviation Energy Conservation
and Emissions Reductions Technology
Centre will first tackle recycling
cooking oil into biofuel.

Commercial Aircraft Corp. of China are working together to build a
greener future. A facility has been opened in Beijing in developing
alternative fuels and other aviation technologies.

News 3- The Long waiting answer: CHILL POD!
“Chill Pod”, an internal roll cage lining used to maintain temperature,
allowing produce to be sealed at chilled temperature for long periods
without the need for a fuel source.
Independent tests showed Chill pod can maintain temperature within
3.4 degrees for a 12 hour period while the others spiked to 7 degrees.
The use of these lining over refrigerated units in delivery vehicles, can
largely increase distribution capacity for a more efficient operation.
Moreover, the flexibility and performance of the material suggest that
the Chill Pod can be provided in a wide range of covers, providing the
solution logistics industry has been waiting for.

NEWS 3: THE LONG WAITING
ANSWER: CHILL POD!
Launched by Enviro-Pod, a UK based
thermal insulation cover
manufacturer.

Premiere Main Offices- Contact Details:
Shanghai:

Singapore:

Room 903/904, No. 28 Xuanhua
Road, Changning District,
Shanghai 200050, China

28 Maxwell Road,#03-11A Red Dot
Traffic Building, Singapore 069120

E-mail: mt1@sha.premiere-logistics.com

E-mail: shermaine@sin.premiere-logistics.com

Hong Kong:

Taiwan:

Flat B1, 17/F, Legend Tower, 7
Shing Yip Street, Kwun Tong,
Hong Kong

Room 608, 6/F-7, No. 147, Sec.2,
Jianguo N. Road, Zhongshan District,
Taipei City 104, Taiwan

E-mail: marketing@premierehkg.com

E-mail: liv.chou@tpe.premiere-logistics.com

